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SUMMARY 
The concept of characteristic manifold is very important in PDE, but it takes into account only 
the principal symbol. This paper is one of several papers devoted to the following problem: how 
can we construct the “characteristic manifold” that takes into account lower order terms and at 
the same time describes the intrinsic properties of the operator (like hypoellipticity or solvability) 
in the same way as the classical characteristic manifold does. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study some problems related to hypoellipticity and solva- 
bility of operators with multiple characteristics. The paper is close to the papers 
[3], [4] and [9] where the author tried to develop a new approach to operators 
with characteristics of constant multiplicity. In this introduction we shall briefly 
describe, at heuristic level, the main ideas of the previous papers, and give the 
statements of the theorems proved in this paper. The next section will contain 
the proofs of these theorems. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the 
basic concepts of the theory of pseudodifferential operators; all the necessary 
facts can be found in [l] and [2]. 
Let X denote an n-dimensional manifold and P a pseudodifferential operator 
on X. The main idea of the theory of pseudodifferential operators is to reduce 
analysis (that is, the study of different properties of P) to algebraic or geomet- 
ric properties of other, simpler objects related to P. We can describe this reduc- 
tion using the following diagram: 
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(1.1) 
Step 1 Step 2 
~-Pkr)- 
Step 3 
.wd - Properties of P 
Step 1 gives us a function p(x, r) that is defined on cotangent bundle T*(X) \O 
or on complex cotangent bundle CT*(X)\O; this function is called a symbol 
of P. Step 2 gives us the zero set of p(x, <) that we denoted Z(p) - this is called 
characteristic manifold of P. Step 3 describes the properties of P in terms of 
algebraic or geometric properties of p(x, c) or Z(p). Sometimes p(x, 0 is used 
and sometimes E(p) is used, but p(x, 0 usually appears in the problem before 
Z(p), so we have put Z(p) after p(x,<). 
Let us discuss this diagram with more details for operators P of principal 
type; the properties of P will be hypoellipticity or solvability. In this case, as 
a symbol of P, we can use the principal symbol that is the same for all symbolic 
calculi. In the papers [6], [7] and [lo] the reader can find classical results about 
hypoellipticity or solvability of operators of principal type. The exact state- 
ments are not important for us here. What is important is what kind of concepts 
are used at Step 3. The concepts used are quite fundamental concepts that ap- 
pear in many other areas of mathematics: zero set of a function (real or im- 
aginary parts of the symbol); integral curves of Hamilton vector field; Poisson 
brackets. 
Suppose now that we want to study the properties of hypoellipticity or solv- 
ability for operators with multiple characteristics. What should we change then 
in diagram (1. l)? It is already an old and accepted principle in mathematics that 
relations between the objects are often more important than the objects them- 
selves and, extending the theory to a wider class of objects, we should try first 
of all to preserve already existing fundamental relations. As we have seen, the 
relations involved at Step 3 use fundamental concepts; at Step 2, we assign to 
a function p(x,<) its zero set Z(p) - it is also a fundamental operation. Step 
1, however, actually does not contain any really deep principles and the con- 
struction of the symbol is based on more or less arbitrary choice, where the im- 
portant role is played by the historic tradition. So the main idea of the author 
in [3], [4] and [9] was to change the definition of the symbol so as to preserve 
the whole diagram (1.1) and relations at Steps 2 and 3. However, to realize this 
idea and to understand on what principles the construction of the symbol 
should be based, one must have some examples of operators for which the 
characteristic manifold Z’(p) is known before we know p(x, r). The author has 
found the following example of such a situation. Suppose that an operator P 
of order m with multiple characteristics can be represented as the product 
P= P,Pz . . . ..P...+R_, 
of operators of principal type Pj of order 1; R_, is an infinitely smoothing 
operator. Let us assume that the difference (Pi-Pi) is an elliptic operator of 
positive order for any i#j. Then we can prove, and this is the main topic of 
this paper, that P is hypoelliptic (solvable) if and only if all Pj are hypoelliptic 
(solvable). In such a situation the characteristic manifold Z(p) of P should be, 
roughly speaking, the union of characteristic manifolds of Pj. This enables US 
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to understand how we should define the symbol of P to preserve diagram (1.1). 
We refer the reader to [4] and [9] where this program was partly realized. The 
factors Pj usually are semi-classical operators of principal type; though the 
results of [6], [7] and [lo] are not generalized completely to this case, some 
results already obtained (see [5], [8]) suggest hat the final answer will be of the 
same type as classical results. 
Now we shall describe the results of this paper. 
We shall denote by C”(X), g’(X), H,(X) the spaces of infinitely differen- 
tiable functions on X, distributions on X and Sobolev’s spaces on X. By T*(X) 
we shall denote the cotangent bundle on X. Let (x0, lo) E T*(X) \ 0 be some 
point of cotangent bundle and u E g’(X) some distribution on X. We shall say 
that u E HJX) at (x0, to) if for some function @ E c;(X), @(x0) #0 we have for 
some e>O 
where t= </J<J and u?(c) is the Fourier transform of (u@). It is well known 
that this definition does not depend on the choice of coordinate system. In the 
same way we shall say that UEUY’(X) at (x0,&) if for some @EC;(X), 
@(xO)#O and for some E>O the following estimate holds 
lG(<)l 5 C,(I + ITI)Y 
/t-&l SE, N=l,2,3 ,.... 
The equivalent definition in terms of wave front set of u is that (x0, to) $ WF(u). 
Let P: g’(X) -+ W(X) be a pseudodifferential operator on X. We shall say 
that P is (micro)hypoelliptic at (x,,, &,) if there is an open conic neighborhood 
V3 (x0, &,) such that 
WF(u) rl V = WF(Pu) n I’ 
for any u E g’(X). 
In the same way, we shall say that P is locally solvable at (x0, &,) if for any 
f E g’(X) there exists u E g’(X) such that (Pu - f) E C”(X) at (x0, &,) or 
(xo, To) G WF(Pu - f). 
We may assume that the operator P is defined microlocally in some conic neigh- 
borhood of (x0, To) and has the classical symbol p(x, 0 E Sco. Suppose that 
(I.9 P= k Pj+R_, 
j=l 
where Pj are PDO, defined again only microlocally, with symbols pj(X, [) E 
S:,, and, the main assumption, for any i,j, i#j the difference (pi -pj) E Spa 
and is elliptic; that is, has inverse (in terms of composition of classical symbols) 
qil ES,-?, so that 
(Pi -Pj) O 4ij = 4ij O (Pi -Pj) = 1 
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microlocally; here sij >0, and o denotes composition of classical symbols. 
Under these assumptions, we prove in the next section the following theorems. 
Theorem 1. P is (micro)hypoelliptic at point (x,,,&) iff all operators Pj in 
(1.2), 11j~ m, are (micro)hypoelliptic at (x0, co). 
Theorem 2. P is locally solvable at (xc, to) iff all operators Pj are locally solv- 
able at (x0, to). 
To formulate the last theorem, let us note that we may change the order of 
any two factors Pi, Pj in the following way: 
P;Pj = (Pj+rj(X,g))(Pi+Ti(X,%)))+R_,, 
where ri(Xv <), rj(Xv 0 E Sy,,* Using this property, we may find the following 
representation for P: 
(1.3) P=A..P!“+R J J _m, lljsm, 
where Pj(” = Pi + rj(x, 95), with rj(x, <) E Sy,, and 
Aj = ii (Pi + r; (Xv %I)) 
i=l 
rtj 
with some r;(x,<) in Sy,,. 
Using representation (1.3), we may describe the structure of solutions of the 
homogeneous equation Pu = 0. 
Theorem 3. Let u~%i’(X) and PuEC” at (x0, &,). Then u may be repre- 
sented in the form 
U= ~ Uj, Uj E C@'(X) 
,=I 
and Pj”‘uj E C” at (x0, &,). The functions uj are uniquely defined modulo addi- 
tion of some terms that belong to C” at (x0,&). 
So we see that the space of solutions of homogeneous equation is defined by 
the right factors of principal type. Theorem 3 is analogous, of course, to the 
well-known theorems of such type in the commutative case. 
The operators with characteristics of constant multiplicity were intensively 
studied by several autors, though in the most of the papers the Levy conditions 
were assumed to be fulfilled. We refer the reader to one of the last papers in 
this area by A. Corli [5] where the references for the previous publications are 
given. In this paper the author gives some conditions for unsolvability in terms 
of subprincipal symbol. The relation of his results to ours is that his conditions 
may be formulated as conditions of Nirenberg-Treves type for the principal 
symbol of one of the factors Pi. 
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Theorems 1 and 2 were announced in [4] and there the proof was given that 
is very short but doesn’t give real understanding. Here we give much more con- 
ceptual proof that is based on the technique that may be useful in other 
problems. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1, 2.3 
In this section, we shall prove Theorems 1, 2 and 3. All our considerations 
will be microlocal in the conic neighborhood of the point (x0, c&) E T*(X) \ 0; 
so we may assume that all PDO that we consider are defined only microlocally. 
Let ,4(x, 95) be some PDO with the symbol a(x, <) ES;,,. We introduce sub- 
space V~*50)(A) c g’(X) in the following way: 
(2.1) S V(*“~“)(A) = {uEC@‘(X); Aku~HS at (x0,&) for k=0,1,2,...,}. 
In this definition, we assume that the conic neighborhood of (x0, to) in which 
AkueHS is the same for all k (but it may depend on u E C@‘(X)). In linear 
algebra, when we study a linear operator A in finite dimensional space L, the 
important role is played by subspaces of L like {x E L; Akx = 0 for some kz I}. 
The subspace V,(X0’50’(A) is to some extent analogous to this construction from 
linear algebra. For convenience we shall omitt superscript (xO,rO) because the 
point (x0, to) will be fixed. 
LEMMA 1. V&4) is linear subspace of 97’(X). This is evident. 
LEMMA 2. For any PDO BE Lro we have 
(2.2) BY(A) C v,_,(A). 
PROOF. Let u E V&4). Then Bu E H,_, at (xa, Co). Now 
ABu = BAu + [A, B] u, 
but AuEH,, so BAuEH,_,, and [A,B]ELT~, so [A,B]uEH,_, and we see 
that 
ABueH,_,. 
Now, for A2Bu, we have 
A’Bu = A(ABu) = A(BAu + [A, B] u) 
= BA2u+ [A,B]Au+ [A,B]Au+ [A, [A,B]]u 
= BA2u+2[A,B]Au+[A,[A,B]]u. 
In this sum, each term belongs to H,_ mr so A’Bu E H,_ ,,, . In the same way, we 
prove that AkBucHs_, for any k, so BUE V,_,(A). 
LEMMA 3. For any k 
(2.3) Ak v,(A) c v,(A). 
This is evident. 
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LEMMA 4. If A,E,!&, then 
(2.4) v,(A) = V&4 +A,). 
PROOF. Let u E V”(A). Then 
(A-t/l,)% = CAA,***A,Au 
where the sum is finite and each term contains the product of k factors equal 
to A or Ae. Using (2.2) and (2.3), we see that each term belongs to I/,(A), so 
v,(A) c v,(A + A,) 
and in the same way 
v,(A + A,) c_ I/,(A) 
and this proves the lemma. 
LEMMAS. Suppose that A,, A, E Lt,o and A, - A2 = B E Lko, where E > 0 and B 
is elliptic near (x0, &,); that is, it has the parametrix from L;$. Then 
(2.5) I/,(A,) n I/,(A,) = {U E W(X); u E cm at (x0, to)}. 
PROOF. Suppose that u E V,(A,) n I/,(A,). We have 
Bku = (A,-A,)% = C fAIA,...A,A,u, 
where the sum is finite and each term contains k factors equal to A, or AZ. Let 
us take one term of the sum and suppose that it contains I k/2 factors A,. 
Substitute in this term A, = Al -B and we get the finite sum of the terms like 
+ A, B ... BA, u, where the number of factors B is 5 k/2. 
Using assumptions of the lemma and (2.2) and (2.3), we see that 
+A,B...BA,~EI/,_,,,,(A,)~H,~E~,~, 
so we get that 
Bk~~H,_Ek,2. 
Using ellipticity of B, we get 
for k=0,1,2, . . . and so u E C=” at (x0, To). 
As the preparation for general case, we shall study now the operator P that 
has the form 
(2.6) P = P, . P2, 
where PjeLf,,, P,-P2=Q~LT,o and is elliptic; that is, Q has parametrix from 
L& here e>O. First of all, we shall prove that we may change the order of 
P,, P2 and this operation will introduce only bounded perturbation into PI, P2. 
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LEMMA 6. The operator P given by (2.6) may be represented as 
P = (P2 + R,)(P, + S,) + R-,, 
where R,, So E Ly , and R_, is PDO with rapidly decreasing symbol. ,, 
PROOF. Let us try to find bounded PDO R,,So such that 
Pi f’2 = V’2 + Ro) (4 + so). 
If we choose R, = -So and substitute P, = P2 + Q, we shall get for So the follow- 
ing equation: 
(IQ> Pzl + S, Q> + US,, &I+ $I= 0. 
This equation we can solve in a standard way. As the first approximation we 
choose the solution of 
[Q,JY+SoQ=O, 
so let Sh”= 0 - IQ, P,l. Q-’ E L, o. 
Now we have 
([Q,P21 + Sf’Qb- W~“,P21+ ($“12) E L:,,. 
The next approximation will be (Si”+ Si”) with S~)E L$ We get 
([Q, P,] + (f&j”+ SF’)Q) + ([Sf’+ S,$l’, P,] + (S;2’)2) 
= {([Q, P2] +S,j”Q)+([S$“, P2] +(S;“)2>} +Sf’Q 
+ {([S$? P2] + spsp+ sf$y)+ s(y’s(j”} = 0. 
The sum in the second brace belongs to L,E,, so we choose 
Si*‘= -{([Q,P2]+S~‘)Q)+([S,j’),P2]+S~‘)2)}Q-1~L~; 
and now we get a more exact solution 
([Q, P2] + (S$“+ S,j*‘)Q)+ ([$I’+ S;*‘, P2] + (S;“’ S;2’)2) EL;; 
and so on. The lemma is proved. 
Now we shall prove analogs of Theorems 1, 2, 3 for two factors. We continue 
to study the operator P, given by (2.6). Using Lemma 6, we can represent P 
in the form 
(2.7) P=Pi.P, 
where Pi = P2 + R,, PL = P, + So. 
LEMMA 7. Let u E C&‘(X) and Pu E C” at (x0,&,). Then 
(2.8) u = 242+u,, 
where P2 u2, P{u, E C=” at (x0, To) and this representation is unique modulo ele- 
ments from C” at (xo,lo). 
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PROOF. By assumption we have 
P~(Pzu)EC~ at (x~,<~). 
Let us denote Pz u = u. Then P, u E C” at (x0, to) and for some s we have u E 
V,(P,). Let us solve the equation 
(2.9) Pzu, = v 
in V,(P,); that is, we shall try to find the solution ur E V,(P,). The idea is to 
represent P2 = P, - Q and simply write the series for the parametrix of (PI - Q) 
as if P, were a bounded operator, because on V,(s) P, behaves, from the point 
of view of smoothness, as a bounded operator. So, formally, we get 
Pz = (P, - Q) = Q(Q-‘P, -I) 
and 
(2.10) P;’ = (Q-‘P,-I)-‘Q-l = - i (Q-‘P#Q-‘, 
j=O 
where Q-’ is parametrix for Q. 
Now let us define the solution u, of (2.9) as 
(2.11) u, = - f (Q-‘P,)jQ-‘o. 
j=O 
To give rigorous meaning to this formula, let us notice that by (2.2) and (2.3) 
we have 
(Q-‘S)‘Q-‘o~ I/,+(j+l)E(Pl)~Hs+(j+l)E 
and in the standard way we may define ul as an asymptotic sum of the ele- 
ments (Q-‘Pl)jQ-’ u and then (2.11) will have the rigorous meaning that 
.n 
ul+ C (Q-‘S)~Q-‘~EH,+(.N+~)E 
j=O 
for all &=1,2,3 ,.... For such ul, it is evident that 
1 Ul E K+a-v, (2.12) Pz ul - u E Cm at (x0, to). 
Now, if u2 = u - ul, then u = u1 + u2, P2 u2 E C” at (x0, to) and we get 
Pu = Pu, + Pl.42, 
but Pu2 = P, P2 u2 EC” at (x0, To), so Pu, EC” at (x,,, &). Using representation 
(2.7), we get 
(2.13) Pi. P;u, E Cm at (x,,, &,) 
and u, E V,+,(P,) = Vs+E(P:) by (2.4). The difference Pi-P,‘= Q’ is an elliptic 
operator that has parametrix from L,E, and using the fact that Pi is, roughly 
speaking, invertible on <+E(P,‘) we may construct parametrix to Pi in the 
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same way as we have done for Pz and prove that (2.13) implies P;u, E C” at 
(x0, to) and this proves the lemma. If we have two representations 
u = u1-t u2 = U] + 02 
with required properties, then 
u1-v1= v2--u2 
and (u, - ur) E V,(P;), (u2 - u2) E V,(P,) for some s and Lemma 5 gives us 
u1 - u1 = u2 - u2 E C” at (x0, to), 
that proves the uniqueness. 
The method that was used in the proof of Lemma 7 will be used later, so it 
is worthwhile to explain the method with more details. The operator P2 can be 
represented as P2 = P, - Q, where Q E Lf,o is an elliptic operator. This represen- 
tation gives us 
p2: v,(4) + v,-,w. 
The main point of the proof is that P2 acts on these spaces like elliptic operator 
of order E, because P, is bounded from the point of view of smoothness; that 
is, P, : V,(PJ -+ V,(P,). So, in our representation P2 = (PI - Q), we treat PI as a 
bounded operator and, in this case, we may write in the standard way the 
parametrics for P2 as 
P;’ - -jio (Q-‘JV’Q-‘. 
If we consider this sum as PDO, then, of course, it diverges even in an asymp- 
totic sense, because the order of (Q-l PJj Q-’ in r is equal to (( 1 - e)j - E) + + 03 
as j+ +m. However, if we apply this asymptotic sum to some element UE 
V,(P,), then we shall have, because of (2.2), (2.3) that 
(Q-‘4)jQ-’ E V,+(l +j)cVJ 
and we see that the corresponding terms of the series become smoother and we 
can define in the standard way an asymptotic sum. 
So, for any element u E V,(P,) this method enables us to find element u E 
V,+,(P,) such that (P2 u - U) E C” at (x0, to). Moreover, this element u is unique- 
ly defined modulo elements that belong to C” at (xo,ro). Really, if there is 
some D’E V,(P,) for some o and (P2u’- U) E C” at (.x~,<~), then writing this 
relation as 
P2u’= u+w, WECm at (xo,<o) 
and applying to both sides the operator RN= --I,:, (Q-‘P,)jQ-’ we get 
u’- (Q-lP,)N+l u’= RN@+ w) = R,u+R,w. 
But (Q-‘P,)N+lo’~ V,+,+,,,(PJ and RN w E C” at (x0, to) so we see that u’ has 
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the following asymptotic expansion by smoothness 
u’- - i (Q-‘P,)jQ-‘u, 
j=O 
and this proves uniqueness of v’. 
Now we shall study the hypoelliptiticy of the operator P. We remind once 
more that 
P= P,Pz+R_, = P;P,‘+R_,. 
LEMMA 8. The following conditions are equivalent: 
a) P is hypoelliptic. 
b) P,, P2 are hypoelliptic. 
c) Pi, P,’ are hypoelliptic. 
d) P,‘, P2 are hypoelliptic. 
e) P2/, PI are hypoelliptic. 
PROOF. a = b. From hypoellipticity of P, it follows hypoellipticity of P2. Let 
u E 23’(X) and PI u E C” at (x,,, TO). Then u E V,(P,) for some S. Using the same 
construction as in Lemma 7 we can find u E V,+,(s) such that (Pz LJ - u) EC” 
at (x0,&J, so P, P2 o E Cc” at (x0,&,) and o E Cc” at (x0,&,) because P is hypo- 
elliptic. This implies u E C” at (x0, to). The same arguments may be applied to 
any point (x, [) from some fixed conic neighborhood of (x0, &,) and this proves 
that P, is hypoelliptic. 
a * c. The same proof as in the previous case. 
b * a. Evident. 
c * a. Evident. 
a * d. Evident. 
d * a. Follows from Lemma 7. 
a * e. Follows from a * b, a * c. 
e * a. Let u ED’(X) and PuEC” at (xc,&,). Then PZu~Cm at (x,,, lo), 
because PI is hypoelliptic and P,‘u E Cm at (x0, to) because Pi is hypoelliptic, so 
(P2 - P;) u E 6” at (x0, to) and this implies u E C” at (x0, to), because (P2 - P,‘) 
is elliptic at (x0,&,). Repeating the same arguments for each point (x,<) in 
some conic neighborhood of (x0,&,), we prove hypoellipticity of P. 
The next lemma reduces the study of solvability of P to the solvability of the 
factors. 
LEMMA 9. The following conditions are equivalent. 
a) P is solvable. 
b) PII P2 are solvable. 
c) Pi, P,’ are solvable. 
d) P,‘, Pz are solvable. 
e) Pi, P, are solvable. 
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PROOF. a * b. The solvability of P, is evident. Let us prove the solvability 
of PI. Let u E 9’(X), P, u = f. Using solvability of P we can find o E C@‘(X) 
such that PO-~ = P, P2 u - f E C” at (x0, TO). This implies Pl(P2 o - u) E C” at 
(x0, to), so P2 0 - u = w E V,(P,) for some s. Using construction of Lemma 7, we 
can find t E V,+,(P,) such that P2t - WE Cm at (x0, &,) and this gives us that 
P2(u - t) - u E C” at (x0, &) and so P2 is solvable. 
b * a. Evident. 
a = c. In the same way as the first case. 
c =) a. Evident. 
a * d. Follows from a * b, a * c. 
d * a. For any fE 9’(X) let us denote by P;' f any solution of equation 
P2u--fECm at (x0,&). 
The same notation we shall use for P,‘. In these notations, for any fE a’(X), 
we can give explicit formula for the solution of Pu - fe C” at (x0, &,). We 
define u as 
u = -p*-‘(Pi- P*)_’ f + <p;>-‘(P, - PJ’ f. 
In this formula (Pi-P,)-’ is parametrix of the elliptic operator (Pi - 5). The 
formula itself is analog of the representation of the rational function as sum 
of partial fractions. Direct calculation gives (modulo elements from C”): 
Pu = -P, P2<P;‘(P; - P&l f) + P,‘P,‘((P,‘>-‘(Pi- PI)_’ f) 
=-P~(P;-P,)-‘f+P;(P;-Pl)-‘f=(P,-PP,)(P;-Ppf=f. 
a * e. Evident. 
e * a. In the proof of d * a, we have constructed a kind of right inverse to 
P and proved its solvability. Now we shall construct, again using analogy with 
partial fractions, some kind of left inverse to P and then prove solvability of P. 
Let us denote by PI-’ f any solution of the equation 
P,u-fECm at (xO,rO). 
The same notation we shall use for Pi. Heuristic definition of the left inverse 
to P will be 
(2.15) P,-‘f = -(P;-P2)-‘S_‘f+(P;-P2)-‘(Pi)-‘f. 
Formally, we have 
P,-‘P= -(P;-P2)-‘P;‘P,P,+(P;-P,)-‘(P,‘)-’P;P, 
= -(P;-P2)-‘(P*-Pp;) =I. 
So we may expect that P;’ will be right inverse too and will enable us to prove 
the solvability of P. In formula (2.15), (P{- PJ1 is the parametrix of the 
elliptic operator (P; - P2), but P;’ f, (Pi)-’ f are not uniquely defined. How- 
ever, if P, u - f, Pl o - f E C” at (x0, to), then Pl(u - u) E C” at (x0, to) and (u - u) E 
V,(PJ for some s. In the same way, (Pi)-‘f is defined modulo elements of 
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V,(P;) for some s. This suggests us to study the action of P,, Pi on some 
factor-spaces. Let us introduce the space 
(2.16) V(P’) = fi v,(P’) c W(X). 
s=-cc 
We shall use the same notation V(P,), V(P,‘), . . . for another operators PI, P”, . . . , 
The space V(P’) is invariant under all PDO from LyO for any m. Let us con- 
sider the operator 
P, : W(X) + W(X). 
This operator induces the operator 
P, : W(X)/V(P,) + V(Pi) + W(X)/V(P’) + V(Pi). 
As the first step, we shall prove that P’ is bijection. Surjectivity follows from 
the local solvability of P’. Suppose that u E 9’(X) and P’ u E V(P’) + V(P;), so 
P, u = 0’ + 02, 4 E V(PJ, v2 E up;). 
Using the construction of Lemma 7, we can find u2 E V(P;) such that 
Plu2-u2~Cm at (x0,(O), 
so 
P’(u-u~)-v~EC~ at (xo,ro); 
but this implies that u - u2 E V(P,) and denoting u - u2 = u’, we get u = u, + u2, 
ul E V(P,), u2 E V(P,‘), and this proves that P’ is injective. In the same way, we 
may prove that 
P; : W(X)/V(P,) + V(Pi) + W(X)/V(P’) + V(Pi) 
is bijective. Now let us define the operator 
P,-’ = _(4’-P2)-‘Pl-‘+(4’-P2)-‘P;-’ 9 
P;’ : W(X)/V(P’) + V(Pi) + W(X)/V(P’) + V(P,‘). 
In this definition, P”, 4 mean the operators, corresponding to P”, P2 in the fac- 
torspace W(X)/V(P’) + V(P;). The operator (5 - P2) is elliptic, so (P” - 4))’ = 
(SI-w’, where (P”- P2)-’ is the parametrix of (P”- P2). Now we may 
prove that PI-’ is the left inverse to P: 
P;‘P= -(4’-p2)-‘p-‘p’p2+(&p2)-‘p;-‘p;pl 
= -(4’-4)-‘4+(4’-4)-‘~~= (4’-p2)-‘(&p2) =f, 
so 
(2.17) r’;‘P = f. 
Now let us prove that 4-l is injective. Suppose that ti E W(X)/(V(P’) + V(P;)) 
and Is,-‘fi =O. Considering the fact that (P”-4) is invertible, we see that 
q-1 fi + pi-1 fi = () 
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or 
P;-‘a = P,-‘6 = Ij E W(X)/Y(P*) + Y(P,‘>. 
From the last equalities, we get 
&&~,,o=rj 
and this gives us 
(&-_Is)o” = 0. 
But (Pi-Pi) is elliptic at (x0, <a), so (Pi - 4) is invertible and 0 = 0. This gives 
us u^ =0, so P,-’ is injective. Now (2.17) gives us 
P,-9% = ti, zi E W(X)/V(P,) + V(Pi). 
Substituting fi =&ii), we get 
P/-‘(PP/-’ o^ - tj) z 0 
and injectivity of P,-’ gives us 
PPT’ u” = I3, VI? E W(X)/V(PJ + V(P& 
so P,- ’ is right inverse to P too. This property shows that P is surjective, so to 
prove solvability of P, it is enough now to prove that for any u E V(PJ + V(P;), 
we can find u E C.@‘(X) such that 
Pu - 0 EC” at (x0, to). 
Let o = u1 f u2, where u1 E V(P,), USE V(Pi). Using the solvability of P,, we can 
find wr E W(X) such that 
P, wl - o1 E C” at (x0,&J. 
In this case w1 E V(Pl) and again using the construction in Lemma 7, we can 
find u1 E V(PJ such that P2 z.+ - W, E C” at (x0, to), so we get 
P,Pzul-ol~Cm at (x0,&). 
In the same way, we may find USE V(Pi) such that 
P2)Pl’u2 - u2 E C” at (x0, To) 
so we get 
P(u, + u2) - (ui + u2) E Coo at (x0, CO) 
and the proof is finished. 
Having finished with all details the case of two factors, we shall now prove 
the main theorems. So now let P be a differential operator, described in the in- 
troductions and microlocally 
P= PiP2’.‘Pm+R_,, 
where PDO Pj EL;,~ and (Pi - Pj) is elliptic. 
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Theorem 1. The operator P is hypoelliptic at (x0, co) iff all Pj are hypoelliptic 
at (x0, (0). 
PROOF. It is evident that the hypoellipticity of all Pj implies hypoellipticity of 
P. Let us assume that P is hypoelliptic. Then Pm is hypoelliptic. Let us prove, 
for example, that P, is hypoelliptic. Suppose that U, E g’(X) and P, zq EC” at 
(xo,ro), so U, E V(P,). Each of the operators P2, . . . , P,,, is invertible on V(P,) 
modulo elements that belong to C” at (xo,ro) (this is, again, the basic con- 
struction in Lemma 7), so we can find elements u2, . . . , u, E V(P,) such that 
PjUj-Uj_l~C” at (Xo,<o), j=2 ,..., m. 
This gives us that Pu, E Cm at (x0, to), so U, EC” at (x0, to) because P is hypo- 
elliptic and then ui E Cm at (xo,ro). Repeating this argument for any point 
(x, 0 in some conic neighborhood of (x0, to), we prove that PI is hypoelliptic. 
Now we shall find the structure of the solutions of the homogeneous equation 
PM = 0. We remind first of all that we may change the order of any two factors 
Pi Pj and thus, obtain the following representations for P (look at (1.3)): 
P=A_.P!” l<jsm 
J J 
where Pi”’ = Pj + rj(x, C@), with rj E Si,, and 
Aj = fi (P; + ri(x, CB)) 
,=I 
i#j 
with some other functions ri E Sy o. 
Theorem 3. Let u E a’(X) and Pu E 6” at (x0, To). Then u may be represented 
as 
U= ~ Uj, Uj E I’ 
,=I 
and PJ!“uj E C” at (x0, to). The elements Uj are uniquely defined modulo some 
terms from C” at (xO,ro). 
PROOF. The theorem was proved for two factors 5, P2 and we assume that 
it is satisfied for (m - 1) factors. First of all, let us notice that the theorem may 
be formulated in a slightly different form, namely that any solution of PUE 
6” at (x0, To) may be represented uniquely in the form 
u=i, 
,=1 
where all Uj are solutions of PUj E Cm at (x0, to) and Uj E V(Pj). In fact, if this 
is satisfied, then we have, for example, 
Pu, = A, P/‘)u, E @” at (x0 to) 9 . 
Considering the fact that P,(‘)u, E V(P,) and A, is the product of the operators 
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(P, + r,(x, C@)), if 1, each of which is invertible on V(P,), we see that P/‘)u, E 
C=” at (xc, &,), and the same for Uj* j = 2, . . . , m. Now, let u E g’(X), and 
Pu = P,(Pl .+. Pm 24) EC=” at (x0, to). 
Let us denote Pz e.0 Pm u=uE V(P,). Using parametrix as in Lemma 7 for 
PI, *.*1 Pm on V(s), we may find u, E V(P,) such that 
PZ~~~Pmul-o~CcO at (xc,&), 
so 
P2...Pm(u-uI)~Cm at (x0,&). 
Using the induction assumption, we see that u - u1 = u2 + ... + u,, where Uj E 
V(q), j=2,..., m and each Uj for j = 2,. . . , m satisfies the equation 
(P2 .+. Pm) ui E C” at (x0, &). 
SO we get u = C,“=, Uj, UJ E V(Pj) and all Uj for 15 jsrn satisfy the equation 
PUj E C” at (X0, ifa); 
ul because Pu, = PI u = Pu E C” at (x0, lo). Suppose that we have another repre- 
sentation 
u= ; u;, u; E VW, ) 9 
,/‘I 
and Pujc C” at (x0,&). As we have noticed, in this case, we have 
PC’)24 fzUF at (x0 1 1 TO) 9 9 P/‘)u’EC at (x0 to) I , 1 
so 
J=2 J=2 
modulo terms from C” at (x0,&). But P/‘)u satisfies the equation 
A,(P/‘)u) = Pu E Cm at (x0, to), 
so by the induction assumption, 
P”‘(U - 2.4’) E cm. 
1 J J 
However, (uj - u;) E V(Pj), and P{” is invertible on V(Pj) if j# 1, SO 
uj-u~~Cm, j=2 ,,.., m. 
From this follows ut - U;E Cm and uniqueness is proved. 
Now we may prove the last theorem. 
Theorem 2. The operator P=P, ... Pm is solvable iff all PJ are solvable. 
PROOF. It is evident that solvability of all Pj implies solvability of P. Assume 
now that P is solvable, and let us prove, for example, that Pm is solvable. Let 
u E B’(X) and P, ... Pm _ 1 u = f. Using solvability of P we may find w E 9’(X) 
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such that P, ...P, w-fcC”. Now we have 
P,...P,_,(P,w-U)EC=OD. 
Using the previous theorem we get 
P,w-u = u~+...+u,,_, modC”, 
where Uj E V(Pj). But on each space V(Pj) P,,, is invertible and we may find 
Wj E V(Pj) such that Pm Wj - Uj EC”, SO 
P,(w- WI - a**-w,_,)-MEG= 
and we solved the equation 
P,,,x = u mod Cm 
with x=w-w~-~~~-w,,_~, so P,,, is solvable. This method may be used for 
each factor Pje 
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